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          Digital Products
          

          for food services
        

        
          We build FoodTech cloud based solutions eg: catalogues, APIs and platforms to help suppliers streamline their engagement with customers.
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        Who are we?

        
          
 Almost 10 years ago, Penum was established to provide technology for yacht provisioning.  We built the first online catalogue for consumable products supplied to the largest yachts in the world. 
  Since then we have evolved to provide software solutions for businesses that sell fresh produce.  We understand the challenges of temperature controlled food logistics from specifying natural products, assuranace & certification all the way to invoicing and cash collection. 

        
        
      

    

  




	
	

	
	

  
    
      Our Solutions
    

    
      
        
          
        

      

    

    
    
      
      
        Product Catalogues

        
          Accross a variety of platforms, we have built technology to handle variable fresh/natural products to help customers specify exactly what preparation and packaging they need.  From whole, to fillets & portions as well as each, punnets and trays...
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        Dashboarding

        
          Helping businesses monitor performance of key areas; sales, operations and finance, we build real-time information based on your KPIs.
        

        
      

      
    

    
    
      
      
        Finance

        
          Our solutions integrate invoicing with accounting and banking to ensure that you get paid fast.  From expense management to issuing statements and bank reconcilitaion, we can help streamline accounting and finance so you can concentrate on your business.
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                    Event handling

                    Micro-services

                    GCP

                

                
                
                    Order matching

                    Machine Learning

                    TensorFlow

                

                
                
                    APIs

                    Integrations

                    Xero, Hubspot

                

                
            

            
                Experience

                
                    We have built a wealth of experience blending business know how, with modern digital working practises to help food businesses survive and thrive.  We streamline processes for improved accuracy and faster turn around times.
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        Testimonials

        
            
            
                
                
                    The guys at Penum really understood what we needed to achieve, they customised Drupal to give us a really sensible way of managing our product catalogue which at the time had around 4,000 items.  Since the start, We have built up a considerable amount of product data and we are now investigating what we can do with it.
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                        Simon O'Neill

                        Just Provisions, GM
                    

                

            

            
            
                
                
                    We needed to build a 'closed' communication platform away from email, that would allow our team to discuss orders and include customers where necessary. The Penum team built an MVP using Mattermost to demonstrate the way that channels could include guests and we even had a demo app up and running.
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                        Daniel Jordan

                        MoonFish, MD
                    

                

            

            
            
                
                
                    We operate a number of different cloud platforms for CRM, accounting, messaging and geolocation, Penum were able to provide the glue and helped us make the most of the various services reducing manual entry and rekeying data.  This has directly reduced the time it takes us to process orders.
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                        Antonia Willis

                        Gourmet Desserts, CEO
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                    Phone Number

                    +44 (7984) 613 380
                    Email

                    team@penum.com
                    Address

                    Penum Ltd
Victoria House, 
50 Alexandra Street, 
 Southend-on-Sea,
 Essex, SS1 1BN
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